I. Call to Order 3:14 PM

II. Roll Call
Present: Punit Mehta-Vice Chair, Zaid Mansuri-Chair, Warren, Roosevelt, AS, Sixth, Marshall, Revelle
Absent: Muir, Secretary, GSA

III. Approval of Agenda
Nathan makes motion
Adam Seconds

IV. Approval of Minutes
(week 7,9)
Jenny makes motion
Nathan Seconds

V. New Business

A. Potential Questions
- Looking at what Tom proposed and his comments
- Figuring out how to properly word the questions
- Going back to Adam’s direct questions
- Nathan stating if we want to be specific or more general
- Do we judge based on what we acknowledge
- Jenny saying we want more specific questions in order to better judge them
- Miranda saying simple and direct questions better as well
- Is there a need for historical context or current landscape questions
- Straw poll for which set of questions to go for
- Nathan motions to move to voting on questions structure
- Adam seconds the questions
- Questions are approved

B. Tech Fee
Tabled

VI. Announcements

VII. Adjournment
4:03
Motion: Adam
Second: Jenny